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Social  media  continues  to  gain  increased  presence  and  importance  in society. 
Public and private opinion about a wide variety of subjects are expressed and spread 
continually via numerous social media. Twitter is one of the social media that is 
gaining increased popular. Twitter offers organizations a fast and effective way to 
analyze  customers‟  perspectives toward the critical to success in the marketplace. 
Developing a program for sentiment analysis is an approach to be used to 
computationally measure customers‟ perceptions. This paper reports on the design of 
a sentiment analysis extracting a vast amount of tweets. Prototyping is used in this 
development. Results classify customers‟ perspective via tweets into positive and 
negative which is represented in pie chart and html page. However, the program has 
planned to develop on web application system but due to limitation of Django which 
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Rambocas and Gama (2013) has mentioned that a millions of people are using social 
network site to express their emotion, opinion and disclose about their daily lives. 
However,  people  write  anything  such  as  social  activities  or  any  comment  on 
products. Through the online communities provide an interactive forum where 
consumers inform and influence others. 
 
 
Moreover, social media provides an opportunity for business that giving a platform 
to connect with their customers such as social media to advertise or speak directly to 
customers for connecting with customer’s perspective of products and services. 
 
 
In contrast, consumers have all the power when it comes to what consumers want to 
see and how consumers respond. From this, company’s success, failure is publically 
to be shared and end up with word of mouth. However, social network can be change 
the behavior and decision making of consumers, Example from Jose et al., (2010) 
mentions that 87% from internet users are influenced their purchase and decision by 
customer’s review. So that, if organization can catch up faster on what their 
customer’s think, it would be more benefit to organization to react on time and come 
up with a good strategy to compete their competitors. 
 
 




The sentiment can be found in comments or tweet to provide useful indicators for 
many different  purposes  (Prabowo  and  Thelwall,  2009).  Prabowo  and  Thelwall 
(2009) together with Saif et al., (2011) stated that a sentiment can be categorized 
into  two  groups,  which  is  negative  and  positive words.  Sentiment analysis is  a 
natural  language  processing  techniques  to  quantify  an  expressed  opinion  or 
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Opinion mining refers to the broad area of natural language processing, text mining, 
computational linguistics which, involves the computational study of sentiments, 
opinions and emotions expressed in text (Carpenter and Way, 2010).  A thought, 
view  or  attitude based  on emotion instead  of reason  is often colloquially 
referred to as a sentiment (Carpenter and Way, 2010). Hence, lending to an 
equivalent for opinion mining or sentiment analysis. 
 
 
Osimo  and  Mureddu  (2010)  stated  that  opinion  mining  has  many  application 
domains including accounting, law, research, entertainment, education, technology, 
politics, and marketing. In earlier days many social media have given web users a 









Twitter  is  a  popular  real time  microblogging  service  that  allows  users  to share 
short information known as tweets which are limited to 140 characters (Jose et al., 
2010; Lai, 2012; Lohmann et al., 2012). Users write tweets to express  their  opinion 
about  various  topics  relating  to  their  daily  lives. Twitter is an ideal platform for 
the extraction of general public opinion on specific issues (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; 
Osimo and Mureddu, 2010). A collection of tweets is used as the primary corpus for 
sentiment analysis which refers to the use of opinion mining or natural language 
processing (Rambocas and Gama, 2013). 
 
 
Twitter, with 500 million users and million messages per day, has quickly became a 
value asset for organizations to invigilate their reputation and brands by extracting 
and  analyzing  the  sentiment  of  the  tweets  by  the  public  about  their  products, 
services   market and even about competitors (Saif et al., 2012). Jose et al., (2010) 
mentions that, from the social media generated opinions with the  mammoth growth 
of  the  world  wide  web,  super  volumes  of  opinion texts in the form of tweets, 
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reviews, blogs or any discussion groups and forums are available for analysis, thus 
making the world wide web the fastest, most comprising and easily accessible 
medium for sentiment analysis. However, from figure 1, is showing the top reasons 
why people are using Twitter. All the reasons are involving with business area. From 
this point, Twitter will be selected to be platform that will do the sentiment analysis. 
 
 
FIGURE 1: Top reasons why people use Twitter 
 
 




A  microblogging  platform  such  as  Twitter is  alike  to  a  conventional  blogging 
platform just single posts are shorter (Agarwal et al., 2012). Twitter has limited for a 
small number of words which are designed for the quick transmission of information 
or exchange of opinion (Wikipedia, 2013a). However, small business or large 
organizations are initiation to the potential of microblogging as an e-commerce 
marketing tool (Lai, 2012). Though, microblogging platform has been developed a 
few years time for promoting foreign trade website by using a foreign microblogging 
platform as Twitter marketing (Lai, 2012). 
 
 
The instant of sharing, interactive, community-oriented features are opening an e- 
commerce launched a new bright spot which it can be showed that microblogging 
platform has become many companies do brand image, product important sales 
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channel, improve product sales, talk to consumer for a good interaction and other 
business activates involved (Jose et al., 2010; Lai, 2012; Zhang et al., 2010). 
 
 
Agarwal et al., (2012) said in fact, companies manufacturing such products have 
started to poll theses microblogs to get a sense of general sentiment for a  product. 
Many   times   these   companies   study   user   reactions   and   reply   to  users  on 
microblogs (Zhang et al., 2010). 
 
 




A vast majority of people around the world is using Twitter (Pak and Paroubek, 
 
2010). Through this project has been selected the Twitter to be a platform for 
sentiment  analysis.  The  reasons  are:  sentiment  analysis  over  Twitter  data faces 
variety of new challenges due to the short length that each tweet up to 140 characters 
only and sporadic structure of such content (Jose et al., 2010; Lai, 2012; Lohmann et 
al.,  2012).  Moreover,  Twitter  presents  an  opportunity  to  learn  about  customer 
perceptions, feelings in real time and provide full of meaning insights of customer 
behavioral tendencies as customer occur without interruption or frustration (Prabowo 
and Thelwall, 2009; Rambocas and Gama, 2013). From these point, marketer can be 
learned about customer feelings, attitudes and perspectives on the products, services 
or company itself. 
 
 
As more and more users tweet about products and services they use, or express their 
perspective, microblogging websites become valuable sources that can be used in 
opinion mining and sentiment analysis tasks. Such data can be efficiently used for 
variety purposes especially for business purpose such as marketing. 
 
 
Despite that, from the currently available system, the system can retrieve only one 
tweet at a time for sentiment analysis (Lai, 2012). Organizations use sentiment 
analysis for business purposes, at the same time organizations still have a problem 
when it comes to analyzing heavy reviews tweet by tweet. Hence sentiment analysis 
for tweet will be created to increase interest due to its promising and potential 











Despite the availability of software to extract data regarding a person‟s sentiment on 
a specific product or service, organizations and other data workers still face issues 
regarding the data extraction. These issues are highlighted below. 
 
 






With the  rapid  growth  of the  World  Wide  Web,  people  are using  social media 
such as Twitter which generates big volumes of opinion texts in the form of tweets 
which is available for the sentiment analysis (Lai, 2012). This translates to a huge 
volume  of  information  from  a  human‟s viewpoint  which  make  it  difficult    to 
extract  a  sentences,  read  them,  analyze  tweet  by  tweet, summarize them and 
organize them into understandable format in a timely manner. 
 




The usage of inappropriate English and slangs that are used on social media such as 
Twitter has rendered making everyday decisions harder (Annett and Kondrak, 2009). 
Systems currently in place do not possess the ability to extract a person‟s sentiment if 
these have been conveyed using inappropriate English  or  slang  words (Annett and 
Kondrak, 2009).   Therefore there  is  a  need  for  a  system that  is  able  to  detect 
subjective data from social media and categories it to improve decision making 
 
 




Informal language refers to the use of colloquialisms and slang in communication, 
employing the conventions of spoken language (Wikipedia, 2013c) such as „would 
not‟  and  „wouldn‟t‟.  Not  all  systems  are  able  to  detect  sentiment  from  use  of 











Emoticons are a pictorial representation of human facial expressions, which in the 
absence of body language and prosody serve to draw a receiver's attention to the 
tenor or temper of a sender's nominal verbal communications, improving and 
changing its  interpretation (Wikipedia, 2013b).  For  example  indicates a happy 
state of mind. Systems currently in place do not have sufficient data to allow them to 
draw feelings out of the emoticons. As humans often turn to emoticons to properly 
express what  they cannot  put into words. Not being able to analyze this puts the 
organization at a loss. 
 
 




Short-form is widely used even with short message service (SMS). The usage of 
short-form will be used more frequently on Twitter so as to help to minimize the 
characters used. This is because Twitter has  put a limit on its characters   to   140 






1.3.1 To Study the sentiment analysis in microblogging which in view to 
 




1.3.2 To develop a program for customers‟ review on a product which 
allows an organization or individual to sentiment and analyze a vast amount of tweet 












This method need to be used to computationally measure customers‟ 
perceptions which is designed for a sentiment  analysis to extract  a  vast 
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amount  of  tweets and inappropriate English. 
 
 




The program will be developed by focusing on one of the most leading 
social networking which is Twitter because of a free format of messages 
and an easy accessibility of microblogging platforms, moreover internet 
users  tend  to   shift   from  traditional  communication  tools  to 
microblogging services (Pak and Paroubek, 2010). 
 
 




The program will be developed by P ython  which  is  an  open source 
software (Nareyko, 2013). “Pattern” is a Python package for machine 
learning, natural language processing, web mining and network analysis 
with a focus on ease of use (Wiki, 2012). Moreover it can be learned 
through variety source online.  As  follow,  this  project  is  not  required 
any  costs. Besides, this project can be only one person developed the 
















Kalia (2013) and Wikipedia (2013c) defined a social media as a group of  Internet- 
based  applications  that  create  on  the  ideological  and technological foundations 
of Web 2.0 which is allowed to build and exchange of user generated contents. In a 
discussion of Internet World Start (2013) identified that a trend of internet users is 
increasing and continuing to spend more time with social media by the total time 
spent on mobile devices and social media in the U.S. across PC increased by 37 
percent to 121 billion minutes in 2012 compared to 88 billion minutes in 2011. In 
the other hand, businesses uses social networking sites to find and communicate with 
clients, business can be demonstrated damage to productivity caused by social 
networking  (Jung and  Media,  2013; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010).  As social  media 
can  be posted so easily on the public which can be harm private information to 
spread out in the social world (Lohmann et al., 2012). 
 
 
On the contrary, Tang et al., (2012) discussed that a benefits of participating in 
social media have gone beyond simply social sharing to build reputation and   bring 
in   career   opportunities   and   monetary   income.   In   addition, Hawkins  (2013) 
and   Kalia   (2013)   mentioned  that   the   social   media   is   also  being  used  for 
advertisement and companies for promotions, professionals for searching, recruiting, 
social  learning  online  and  electronic  commerce.  Electronic   commerce   or   E- 
commerce  refers  to  the  purchase  and  sale  of goods or services online which can 
via by social media, such as Twitter which is convenient due to its 24-hours 
availability, ease of customer service and global reach (Hawkins, 2013). 
 
 
These is the reason of why business tends to use more social media for insight into 
consumer behavioral tendencies, marketing intelligence and present  an  opportunity 






Twitter is an online social networking and microblogging service that enables users 
to send and read "tweets", which are text messages limited to 
140 characters (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Jose et al., 2010; Lohmann et al., 2012). 
Micro- blogging is a term described by Wikipedia (2013b) as "a form of blogging 
that allow users to exchange small elements of content such as short sentences, 
individual images, or video links". 
 
 
Twitter is the most popular social media, from Pak and Paroubek (2010) gave a 
reason that because of a free format of messages and an easy accessibility. Moreover 
Carpenter and Way (2010) also stated that because people always interested in what 
others think and comment. As a result of a large with 500 million registered users 
Twitter in 2012, who posted 340 million tweets per day and the service also handled 
1.6 billion search queries per day (Holter, 2012; Weber, 2012; Farber, 2012). 
Therefore Twitter is contains a large valuable source of people‟s perspective. In that, 








Sentiment analysis refers to the general method to extract polarity and subjectivity 
from semantic orientation which refers to the strength of words and polarity text or 
phrases (Taboada et al., 2011). There has two main approaches for extracting 
sentiment automatically which are the lexicon-based approach and machine-learning- 
based approach (Annett and Kondrak, 2009; Goncalves et al., 2013; Kouloumpis et 
al, 2011; Sharma, 2008; Taboada et al., 2011). 
 
 




Lexicon-based methods make use of predefined list of words where each word is 
associated with a specific sentiment (Goncalves et al., 2013). The lexicon methods 
vary according to the context in which they were created and involve calculating 
orientation for a document from the semantic orientation of texts or phrases in the 
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documents (Taboada et al., 2011). Besides, Sharma and Dey (2012) also states that a 
lexicon sentiment is to detect word-carrying opinion in the corpus and then to predict 
opinion expressed in the text. Annett and Kondrak (2009) has showed the lexicon 
methods which has basic paradigm which are: 
 
 
a. Preprocess each tweet post by remove punctuation 
b. Initialize a total polarity score (s) equal 0 -> s=0 




If token is positive, s will be positive (+) 
If token is negative, s will be negative (-) 
 
 




If s> threshold, tweet post as positive 
 




However, Goncalves et al., (2013) mentions one advantage of leaning-based methods 
has ability to adapt and create trained models for specific purposes and contexts. In 
contrast, an availability of labeled data and hence the low applicability of the method 
on new data which is cause labeling data might be costly or even prohibitive for 
some tasks (Goncalves el al., 2013). 
 
 




Machine learning methods often rely on supervised classification approaches where 
sentiment detection is framed as a binary which are positive and negative (Sharma 
and Dey, 2012). This approach requires labeled data to train classifiers (Goncalves el 
al., 2013). This approach, it become apparent that aspects of the local context of a 
word need to be taken in to account such as negative (e.g. Not beautiful) and 
intensification (e.g. Very beautiful)  (Taboada et al., 2011). However, Annett and 
Kondrak (2009) have showed a basic paradigm for create a feature vector is: 
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a. Apply a part of speech tagger to each tweet post 
b. Collect all the adjective for entire tweet posts 
c. Make a popular word set composed of the top N adjectives 
 




i. Number of positive words 
ii. Number of negative words 




Taboada et al., (2011) showed some example of switch negation, negation simply to 








In this case, the negation of a strongly negative or positive value reflects a mixed 
perspective which is correctly captured in the shifted value. However, Goncalves et 
al., (2013) has mentioned the limitation of machine-learning-based approach to be 
more suitable for Twitter than the lexical based method. Furthermore, Annett and 
Kondrak (2009) stated that machine learning methods can generate a fixed number of 
the most regularly happening popular words which assigned an integer value on 
behalf of the frequency of the word in the Twitter. 
 
 
2.4 Techniques of Sentiment Analysis 
 
 
The semantic concepts of entities extracted from tweets can  be used  to  measure 
the overall correlation of a group of entities with a given sentiment polarity (Saif 
et al., 2011). Polarity refer to the perhaps most basic form, which is if a text or 
sentence is positive or negative (Spencer and Uchyigit, 2008). However, sentiment 
analysis has techniques in assigning polarity such as: 
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NLP techniques are based on machine learning and especially statistical learning 
which uses a general learning algorithm combined with a large sample, a corpus, of 
data to  learn the rules (Blom and  Thorsen,  2012). Sentiment  analysis  has  been 
handled as a Natural Language Processing denoted NLP, at many levels of 
granularity. Starting from being a document level classification task (Pang and Lee, 
2008),   it has been handled at the sentence level (Hu and Liu, 2004; Kim and Hovy, 
 
2004) and more recently at the phrase level (Agarwal et al., 2012). NLP is a field in 
computer science which involves making computers derive meaning from human 
language and input as a way of interacting with the real world. 
 
 




Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is one of the techniques available to implement 
sentiment  analysis.  CBR  is  known  by  recalling  the  past  successfully  solved 
problems and use the same solutions to solve the current closely related problems 
(Nakov  et  al.,  2013).  Spencer  and  Uchyigit  (2008)  identified   some   of  the 
advantages of using CBR that CBR does not require an explicit domain model and 
so  elicitation  becomes  a  task  of  gathering care  histories  and  CBR  system  can 
learn  by  acquiring  new  knowledge  as cases.    This    and    the    application    of 
database   techniques   make   the maintenance of large columns of information easier 
(Spencer and Uchyigit, 2008). 
 
 




Agarwal  et  al.,  ( 2 0 1 2 )  mentioned  that  Artificial  Neural  Network  (ANN)  or 
known as neural network is a mathematical technique that interconnects group of 
artificial neurons. It will process information using the connections approach to 
computation. ANN is used in to find relationship between input and output or to find 
patterns in data (Spencer and Uchyigit, 2008). 
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Support Vector Machine is to detect the sentiments of tweets (Sharma, 2008). Pak 
and Paroubek (2010) together with Saif et al., (2012) stated SVM is able to extract 
and analyze to obtain up to 70% - 81.3% of accuracy on the test set.   Wu et al., 
(2006) collected training data from three different Twitter sentiment detection 
websites which mainly use some pre-built sentiment lexicons to label each tweets as 
positive  or  negative.  Using  SVM  trained  from  these  noisy  labeled  data,  they 
obtained 81.3% in sentiment classification accuracy. 
 
 




Alchemy API performs better than the others in terms of the quality and the quantit y 
of the extracted entities (Zhang et al., 2010). As time passed the Python Twitter 
Application Programming Interface (API) is created by collected tweets (Smedt and 
Daelemans, 2012).  Python can automatically calculated  frequency  of   messages 
being  re-tweeted  every  100  seconds, sorted the top 200 messages based on the re- 
tweeting frequency, and stored them in the designated database (Saif et al., 2011.). 
As the Python Twitter API only included Twitter messages for the most recent six 
days, collected data needed to be stored in a different database (Zhang et al., 2010). 
 
 




Python was found by Guido Van Rossum in Natherland, 1989 which has been public 
in 1991 (Wiki, 2012). Python is a programming language that available and solves a 
computer problem which is providing a simple way to write out a solution (Wiki, 
2012). Seberino (2012) mentioned that Python can be called as a scripting language. 
Moreover, Lukaszewski (2010) and Seberino (2012) also supported that actually 
Python is a just description of language because it can be one written and run on 
many platforms. In addition, Nareyko (2013) mentioned that Python is a language 
that is great for writing a prototypes because Python is less time consuming and 
working prototype provided, contrast with others programming languages. 
 
 
Many researchers have been said that Python is efficient especially to a complex 
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project, as Lukaszewski (2010) has mentioned that Python is suitable to start up 
social networks or media steaming projects which most always are a web-based 
which is driven a big data. Nareyko (2013) gave the reason that because Python can 
handle and manage the memory used. Besides Python creates a generator that allow 
an iterative processing of things, one item at a time and allow program to grab source 
data one item at a time to pass each through the full processing chain (Wiki, 2012). 
 
 




Twitter  is  available  for  the  sentiment  analysis  since  people  is  using  Twitter  to 
generate a big volume of opinion texts in form of tweets (Lai, 2012).  However, a 
currently available system does not invalid to retrieve and analyze whole tweets in 
the same time (Lai, 2012; Rich, 2008). Moreover, the currently system does not have 
function to extract and analyze inappropriate English tweets in terms of informal 
language,  emoticons  and  short-form  (Annett  and  Kondrak,  2009).   Thus  the 
emergence of the need for a system that is able to remove all these drawbacks and 
improve the way data is analyzed and decisions are made. 
 
2.6.1 “Build a Sentiment Analysis Application with JavaScript” 
 
 
This application is created by Scott Rich in 2008. The end user needs to enter a 
single tweet for evaluation score (Rich, 2008). 
 


















FIGURE 2. The Sentiment Analysis Application User Interface 
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b.   Click  send,  Application  analyze  and  score  a  tweets.  Here  are  some 























This application named TweetFeel which is working well if user wants to look at the 
sentiment of a trend on Twitter (Widrich, 2010). Tweetfeel will check latest hundred 
tweets matched a search keyword by classify them in negative or positive within 
different colors. Other than end user cannot notify the positive and negative on their 























FIGURE 4. TweetFeel Application 
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FIGURE 5. Twitter Sentiment Results Page 
 
 
This program, user needs to enter a keyword and click search, then a program will 
analyze the latest 30 tweets which is containing the keyword and show a percentage 
of positive or negatives in different colors without neural tweets  (Young, 2011). 
However, this program is providing a feedback page for users to comment whether 
results are correct or not at the end of page. Moreover, this program is allowed user 
















The methodology used in this project has been divided into 2 phases which are 




















Research and analyze a lexicon word for lexicon 
dictionary. 
 























In the first phase is preliminary research which involve conducting research and 
gathering  needed  such  as  study  on  tools,  development  twitter  platform,  related 
works, and sentiment analysis techniques and method used by literature review. 
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The second phase is program development which is focused on defining the program 
requires need and functionality in relationship with the needs of the business. The 
desired output for this phase is a list of specific requirements to be designed and 
implemented during project. Besides, study on benefit gained out of project will also 
been studied. Next, program design is mainly focus on architectural, output designed 
and how its interaction by diagrams and interfaces. Then, program development with 


















3.3 GANTT Chart 
 
















Machine  learning  based  approach  will  be  used  in  Twitter  sentiment  analysis.  The 
reasons are; machine learning based approach provides high accuracy of classification 
(mentioned in literature review section 2.3.2) and solves problem of computational 
linguistics (Blinov et al., 2012). However, machine learning based approach the task of 
sentiment analysis is regarded as a simple problem of text classification and it can be 
solved by training the classifier on a labeled text collection (Blinov et al., 2012). In 
contrast, lexicon based approach requires powerful linguistic resources which is not 
always available, from that it is difficult to take the context into account (Blinov et al., 
2012). From this view point, Twitter sentiment analysis is using machine-based learning 
approach. As the following reasons: 
 





Machine-based learning approach Lexicon-based approach 
Solved by training the classifier on a 
 
labeled text collection 
No need for labeled data and the 
 
procedure of learning 
High accuracy of classification Require powerful linguistic 
 




Machine-based learning approach Lexicon-based approach 
Solve various problem of 
 
computational linguistics 








Techniques that has been used in Twitter sentiment analysis is a Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) which incorporates processing algorithms to provide certain rules and 
guidelines of speech and language in order for examination and analysis. Blinov et al. 






To consider punctuation sigh that system need to pay attention, for example “e.g.” is a 
one token, two token or four token. This step is usually fairly straightforward and rule- 
based. 
 
4.2.2 Structure and Sentence Detection 
 
 
NLP in an auto-coding application needs to identify the section of clinical narrative. 
Moreover, the system need to figure it out when it end of an abbreviation and when it 
end of a sentence such as “Mr.” which is does not mean the end of sentence. For human, 
it is very easy to identify but for it difficult for computer to consistently get right. 
 




A part of speech for a word is complicated like “there are cats and dogs” or “Having rain 
like cats and dogs.” NLP needs to understand a world like “cats”, “dogs” and “cats and 
dogs” which is must be able to understand the context in which the word is used and 
interpret the surrounding terms. 
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Twitter  sentiment  analysis  cannot  retrieve  a  tweet  through  Internet  in  Universit i 
 




 UTP Internet is having some issues using the library from behind  a proxy 
because UTP internet only allows HTTP request, no other protocol is 
opened by ITMS. 
 
 
 UTP Internet does not allow multiple connections when the program is 
running to get tweets from twitter. 
 UTP internet has user name and password policy problem. 
Example username : student 




However, from this issue is creating a problem to run python program on 
line because proxy: (160.0.226.8:808) has been setting like proxy: 
http://student:UTP@2013@160.0.226.8:808/ which is   making student as 
username, UTP as password and "2013@160.0.226.6" as proxy server   are 
not valid. Together with 808 as port for incoming and outgoing. The reason 
is, UTP@2013 password is including  '@' symbol. 
 
 
 To create an instance of the Twitter API with login credentials, many 
API calls required the client to be authenticated which is blocked by 
UTP Wi-Fi and LAN because of proxy connection. 
 
 
 Twitter sentiment analysis does not need to run twitter API from a proxy, 
in order to multiply our request limit. All we have to do is to create an 
application with the respective keys from different twitter accounts. 
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 UTP internet does not allow trackback URL availability for fetching 
tweets in different way. 
 
From these issues, twitter sentiment analysis need an Internet from data plan 
to retrieve tweets at the first process. 
 
 





































4.4.2 Create an Application 
 
 
Create an application on development twitter platform that has been provided. A 
 

































4.4.3 Parse API Response 
 
 
Developer will get important keys. Then, use consumer key and secret key to request 
barer token for using Python library such as Oauth for an authorization. 
 
 









































































FIGURE 10. Application Created 
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4.5 Functional Modeling 
 
 
































































FIGURE 11. Activity Diagram 
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Get URL of Twitter page Get URL of Twitter page that user 
 
want to sentiment analysis on. 
Retrieved tweet texts The program   will   be automated 
 
retrieve entire tweet texts from URL 
 
page that user has selected. 
Screen meaningful words The program   will   determine the 
 
meaningful  and   meaningless   word 
for categorize onward. 
If meaningless word, it will be 
deleted 
If meaningful word, it will be 
categorize in positive or negative 
word. 
Delete The program will delete the 
 
meaningless words. 
Categorize the words The   program   will   categorize   the 
 
meaningful words into  symbol/slang 
and words. 
Check the words The   program   will   categorize   the 
 
words  into  positive  or  negative  by 
following the lexicon dictionary. 
Count the words The program will count  how many 
 
frequency of each positive and 




































Score them Assign the value  of each word  for 
 
sentiment analysis to calculate 
positive or negative Twitter page. 
Get result The result will be shown in a form of 
 
graph, top 10 lists of frequency each 
positive and negative words, 
together with percentage of negative 
































View Result <<include>> 
 
 






Word Listed  Results Delete Count Words 
 













FIGURE 12. Use Case Diagram 
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Development  Twitter  platform  and  twitter  pages  which  is  providing  a  tweet  for 







Program needs to search for authority before accessing a source to do a sentiment 
analysis  into  positive  and  negative.  However,  Twitter  development  platform  will 
provide access token key and token key to allow a program to access their data. After 
that, program will match a word in each sentence of tweet  with lexicon dictionary 








Once, program has accessed data and categorizes a sentiment word. Program will 
represent a result in a form of pie chart and html page. 
 
 













To associate with Twitter API, developer need to agree in terms and conditions of 
development Twitter platform which has been provided to get an authorization to 
access a data. 
 
 
Output from this process will be saved in JSON file. The reason is, JSON (JavaScript 
Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange format which is easy for humans to 
write and read (Droettboom, 2014). Moreover, Droettboom (2014) stated that, JSON is 
simple for machines to generate and parse. JSON is a text format that is totally language 
independent but uses convention that is known to programmers of the C-family of 
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languages, including Python and many others (Droettboom, 2014). However, 
output‟s size depends on the time for retrieving tweets from Twitter. 
 
 
Nevertheless, the output will be categorized into 2 forms, which are encoded and un- 
encoded.  According  to  security issue  for  accessing  a data,  some of output  will  be 








Tweets from JSON file will be assigned the value of each word by matching with the 
lexicon dictionary. As a limitation of words in the lexicon dictionary which is not able to 
assign a value to every single word from tweets. However, as a scientist language 
of python which is able to analyze a sense of each tweet into positive or negative 
































FIGURE 14: Pie Chart 
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The result will be shown in a pie chart which is representing a percentage of positive, 
negative and null sentiment hash tags. For null hash tag is representing the hash tags that 
were assigned zero value. However, this program is able to list a top ten positive and 
negative hash tags. 
 
Refer to figure 14, the pie chart is representing of each percentage positive, negative and 













In this project, twitter sentiment analysis is developed to analyze customers’ 
perspective which crucial towards organization’s critical success in the marketplace. 
The program is using a machine-based learning approach which found to be  more 




The result, program has categorized sentiment into positive and negative which is 
represented in pie chart and html page,  although, the program has been planned to be 
developed as a web application, due to limitation of Django which can only work on 
Linux server or LAMP. However, it cannot be realized.  Therefore, further 
enhancement of this element is recommended in future study.  
 
Moreover, this project is only focusing on one available URL platform that has provided 
by Twitter for code testing purpose. Therefore, this program can be enhanced to focus on 
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1. Retrieve a 
Tweet import 
oauth2 a s oauth import 
urllib2 a s urllib 
 
# put these credentials 
access_token_key = "2342537311- 
On O Q xsS Wi xeWG by N4f m65P T ws O R sLQFT 2FHn56Z" access_tok en_s ecr et = 
"mWT70cMxmSjuMUFE4LisH7gli4sH mFpMUT2GKRfIJjYiX" 
 
consu mer_key = "qMPD RMT0FO7yO A4 wp1X2TQ" 
consu mer_secr et = "nAxH5r VpIdS MTe6aS mP220RMfYpB9 mJH nI6E73bqI" 
 
 
_debug = 0 
 
 
oauth_token   = oauth.Token( key=access_tok en_key, secret=access_tok en_ secret) 
oauth_ consumer = oauth.C onsu mer(k ey= consu mer_key, 
secret=consumer_ secret) signature_ method_h ma c_sha1 = 
oauth.SignatureMethod_HMAC_SH A1() http_method = "GET" 
 
 
http_handler = urllib.HTTPHandler(debuglevel=_debu g) 
https_handler = urllib.HTTPSHandler(debuglevel=_debug) 
 
 
def twitterr eq(url, method, parameters): 
req = 







req.sign_r equ est(si gnatur e_ method_h ma c_sha1, oauth_ consu mer, 
oauth_token) hea ders = req.to_header() 
























"https://strea m.twitter.co m/1/statuses/sa mple.js on" 
para met ers = [] 
response = twitt err eq(url, "GET", para meters) 











Progra m will direct match with lexicon dictionary. Then, progra m will assign a value according to lexicon 









# load a tab delimited dict of sentiment 
scores a finnfile = open(sys.argv[1]) 
scor es = {} 
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for line in a finnfile: 
term, score = line.split("\t") 
scores[ter m] = int(score) 
 
 
# load ea ch tweet a s json 
for line in open(sys.argv[2]): 
score = 0 
tweet_json = json.loa ds(line) 
 
 
# only accept records with a 'text ' 
field if tweet_json.get( 'text '): 
tweet_text = tweet_json[ 'text '].encode( 'utf8').split() 
for word in tweet_text: 
 
 
if re. mat ch( "^[A-Za-z0-9_-]*$", word): 
scor e += 
scor es.get(word, 0) 
print word, float(score) 
#print float(score) 








Program is encoding output.json format to human readable format and 









# load a ta b delimited dict of sentiment 
scores afinnfil e = open(sys.argv[1]) 
scores = {} 
for line in a finnfile: 
term, score = line.split("\t") 
scores[term] = int(score) 
 
 
tweet_s enti ments = {} 
word_s enti ments = {} 
 
 
# load each tweet a s json 
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for line in open(sys.argv[2]): 
score = 0 
tweet_js on = json.loads(line) 
 
 
# only a ccept records with a 'text ' 
field if tweet_json.get( 'text '): 
tweet_text = tweet_json[ 'text ']. encode( 'utf8 ').split() 
for word in tweet_text: 
# only read alphanu meric wor ds and mentions (e.g., "@u serna me") 
if re. mat ch("^ @|[ @ A-Za-z0-9_-]*$", word): 
score += scores.get( 
word, 0) tw eet_s enti 
ments[ line] = score for 
ev eryword in tweet_text: 
# only rea d alphanu meric words and mentions (e.g., "@u serna me") 
if re. mat ch("^@|[ @A-Za-z0-9_-]*$", everyword): 
word_s enti ments[ ev er yword] = tweet_ sentiments[line] 
 
 
# empty dict for storing non-AFINN word 
sentiments uns cor ed_ wor ds = {} 
 
# cycle through ea ch tweet, keep running tweet score for each word not in AFINN 
for line in open(sys.argv[2]): 
tweet_json = json.loads(line) 
 
 
# only accept records with a 'text ' 
field if tweet_json.get( 'text '): 
tweet_text = tweet_json[ 'text ']. encode( 'utf8 ').split() 
for word in tweet_text: 
# only rea d alpha numeric words a nd mentions (e.g., "@username") 
if re.match("^ @|[ A-Za- z0-9_-]*$", 
word): 
if not 
scor es.get(word):  
unscor ed_ words[ word] = word_ sentiments[word] 
 
 
# print full dict <t er m:string> < sentiment:float> 
for key,value in unscor ed_ wor ds.items(): 


























all_words = [] 
# load each tweet as json 
for line in open(sys.argv[1]): 
tweet_json = json.loads(line) 
# only accept records with a 'text ' 
field if tweet_json.get( 'text '): 
tweet_text = tweet_json[ 'text '].encode( 'utf8').split() 
for word in tweet_text: 
# only read alphanu meri c wor ds a nd menti ons (e.g., 




wor ds_ha sh = Counter(all_ words) 
denominator = float(sum( words_ha sh.values())) 
frequ en cy_di ct = {} 
for (key, valu e) in wor ds_ha sh.items(): 
frequ ency_dict[key] = float(valu e/denominator) 
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# print term frequencies <term:string> 
<frequency:float> 
for (key, valu e) in 
frequ ency_dict.items(): 
















from coll ections import Counter 
def main(): 
hashtags = [] 
 
 
# load each tweet as json 
for line in open(sys.argv[1]): 
tweet_js on = json.loads(line) 
 
 
#   if   a   tweet   has   a 
hashta g ... 
if "entities" in tweet_json.k eys() and "ha shta gs" in 
tweet_json["entities"]: 
# and isn't 
blank ... 
if tweet_json[ 'entities']['hashtags'] != 
[]: 
#   append   ea ch   hashta g   (in 
unicode) 
for ha shtag in 
tweet_json["entities"]["ha shtags"]: 
unicode_ha shtag = 
hashtag["text"].encode( 'utf-8 ') 
hashtags.a ppend(unicode_ hashta g) 
 
 

























sentimentData = open#sentimentData = sys.ar gv[1] #abcd1.csv sorted excel with decending 
order csvRea der1 = csv.reader(sentimentData) 













sentimentData = open 
#senti mentD ata = sys.argv[1] #abcd1.csv  sorted excel with Ascending 
order csvRea der1 = csv.reader(sentimentData) 












from pylab import * 
 
 
senti mentData_pos = open 
#sentimentData = sys.argv[1] #abcd1.csv sorted excel with decending 
order csvRea der1 = csv.reader(sentimentData_pos) 
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HTMLFILE = 'HTML_output.html' 
f = open(HTMLFILE, 'w') 
f.write( 'T op ten positive ta gs , value <tr> ') 
for i in range(10): 
#print csv R eader1.next() table_data_pos = 
csvReader1.next() ht ml code_ pos = 








# make a squar e figur e and 
axes figure(1, figsize=(6,6)) 
ax = axes([0.1, 0.1, 0.8, 0.8]) 
 
# The slices will be ordered and plotted counter- 
clock wise. labels = 'Positive', 'N egative', 'Null ' #, 'Logs' 
fra cs = [x, y, z]#, 10] 
explode=(0, 0.05, 0)#, 0) 
 
 
piecode = pie(fra cs, explode=explode, labels=labels, 
autopct='%1.1f% %', shadow=True, 
startangle=90) 
# The default startangle is 0, which would start 
# the Frogs slice on the x-axis. With startangle=90, 
# everything is rotated counter-clock wise by 90 degrees, 
# so the plotting starts on the positive y-axis. 







print '\nO pen the file %s in a browser to see the result.' % HTMLFILE 
